
 
 
 

  

EYFS/Class 1 Newsletter – Summer 2-June 2021 
As we enter the last half term of the academic year, we will not be applying the brakes on our learning!  Our foot 
will be firmly pressed on the accelerator, driving our learning adventures forward and fuelling them with fun. 
 
The Littledale team are very excited to have park trips back on the timetable.  We will continue to follow 
Government guidance to ensure that all Littledalers are kept safe when off-site.  The Park is in short walking 
distance from the school and we will only go off-site if we have can meet the requirements of our trips risk 
assessment.  We hope to visit the park on Wednesdays but if we are not able to go off-site, we will provide 
alternative physical activity within the school site.   
 
The Littledalers loved our Barefoot book so much we have chosen another 
popular title for My Communication.  The Journey Home from Grandpa’s is a 
rhyme and song-based story which incorporates different vehicles and 
colours.  We will use the story to work on our colour recognition, enjoyment 
of vehicles and movement.  
 
We always tailor our curriculum to motivate and engage the Littledalers in a 
creative and cross-curricular way.  The excitement of using numbers and 
shapes in real life contexts is ‘unwheel’.  We will sort, order, count and 
create our own essential vehicle items-hopefully they won’t be a complete 
‘train wreck’. 
 

 
 

Fine motor with food exploration has been a ‘wheel’ hit.  We will reinforce our skills this half term, generalising 
the skills to use them with different food sources.  The skills are as follows: 

• Cutting, twisting and pincer grip (plucking grapes from stalks and cutting with a knife). 
• Rotation and grip (making drinks by mixing). 
• Opening, separating and breaking (opening packets, twisting open oreos and breaking). 
• Squeeze, open and pull (open packets or lids, squeeze ketchup and dipping breadsticks). 
• Snip, slice and push (using a pizza roller and/or scissors to cut ham). 
• Pull, trigger and spin (pull apart broccoli trees, use the trigger lever on the spray bottle to clean the 

broccoli and spin the lettuce spinner). 
• Horizontal, diagonal and vertical movement (spreading and icing items) 

 
*The food colouring painted bread turned to toast was a massive hit. 

A checklist: 
• Apply sun cream before school & send in a hat (if your 

Littledaler will wear one) 
• Spare clothes and suitable footwear  
• Two snacks a day 
• Check Tapestry regularly for memos & observations 

• No jeans on physical days (inc swimming) 
• Swimming costume/trunks and a towel on 

Thursday 
• Check the home/school diary daily 
• Massage towel on Tuesday 
 

 
The new timetable is already on Tapestry memo, the story and the cross curricular number song will be shared as 
You Tube links.   If you would like to discuss any aspect of our half term adventures, please do not hesitate to 
contact myself or Jordan.  We hope you enjoy our summer term adventure 

 
Ceri & your Littledale team 

 

VROOM! We’re going on our final journey of the academic year! 


